Product Features
With Noah System 4, the Noah interface has been redesigned to provide dramatically
improved usability, while maintaining complete compatibility with your current NOAH 3
modules and patient data created in NOAH 3. The result is a more intuitive user experience
and an efficient and faster workflow.
The following is a list of the major improvements in Noah 4.
All important summary information for your
patient is located on one main screen, for faster
information gathering before an appointment
or for answering telephone queries. Modules
can also be launched from the main screen
after viewing a summary audiogram, the latest
devices selected and any previous Noah sessions.
And the simplified session list allows easy access
to previous visits with just one click.
Customization options on the Noah 4 module

bar allow you to arrange manufacturer modules
in the most convenient order to speed up your
clinical process. Manufacturer modules are
always displayed on the main screen, enabling
quick access.
Each Noah module opens in its own window,
allowing you to easily view open Noah modules
and the Noah display simultaneously, and
switch between them as with normal Windows
applications.

Improved customization of the add
patient page allows you to choose the
data you want to collect in the order
you like to collect it.
Improved searching facilities allow
you to search your patient database
for types of hearing loss, location, last
visit to the clinic, last fitting etc. and
combine these searches as required.
The Export Search Results feature
enables the result of your search to be
exported for use in other software.

Improved Journaling, with easier
access to a patient’s Journal, an
ability to search through Journal
entries, better printing capabilities
and the ability to attach
documents to a Journal entry.
Wide Area Network support for
sharing a common Noah database
between locations.
Get started quicker. Modules
designed specifically for Noah 4
can be opened directly from the
desktop without opening Noah
first.
Compatibility. Ready to work with
the latest Windows operating
systems and technologies.
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